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Question No: 1 
Which two statements are true about linear regression? (Choose two.)  
A. The estimation method of coefficient is ordinary least squares.  
B. Methods for variable entry and removal are Enter Stepwise, Forward, and Backward.  
C. The calculation of the predictor importance is based on Regression Sum-of-Squares.  
D. Adjusted R-Squared is not a measure for Goodness-of-Fit.  
Answer: B,C  
 
Question No: 2  
You are working on a project where the business objective is to increase sales revenue.  
With which CRISP-DM process model stage would you start?  
A. Data Preparation  
B. Data Understanding  
C. Evaluation  
D. Business Understanding  
Answer: D  
 
Question No: 3  
Referring to the exhibit, respectively, which field is the predicted value and what is the confidence that you 
have in the prediction?  

 
A. $XS-Credit rating; $XSC-Credit rating  
B. Credit rating; $XSC-Credit rating  
C. $XSC-Credit rating; $XS-Credit rating  
D. Credit rating; $XS-Credit rating  
Answer: D  
 
Question No: 4  
The auditor of a credit bureau wants to verify that credit scores are between 100 and 800. Which two nodes 
would accomplish this task? (Choose two.)  
A. Evaluation node  
B. Data Audit node  
C. Analysis node  
D. Statistics node  
Answer: B,D  
 
Question No: 5  



A telecommunication company wants to predict their customers' purchase decisions from four service options 
(categorical value).  
Using IBM SPSS Modeler Professional, which modeling node should be used?  
A. Linear  
B. Logistic  
C. SuperNode  
D. Regression  
Answer: D  
 
Question No: 6  
You are managing a marketing campaign and experience poor performance for large sections of your data. 
Which approach is a correct method to improve your campaign performance?  
A. Restructure the data and use the new fields as inputs to a time series model.  
B. Move the nodes into a SuperNode to take advantage of the special clustering methods available within 
SuperNode functionality.  
C. Cluster the data into subgroups to differentiate the campaign's predictions by those subgroups represented 
within the data.  
D. Transpose the data to use the rows as columns in a new predictive model.  
Answer: B  
 
Question No: 7  
When using IBM SPSS Modeler Professional, you want to organize your streams, annotations, stream output, 
and results within the interface.  
Which two tabs within Modeler will allow you to accomplish this goal? (Choose two.)  
A. Favorites  
B. CRISP-DM  
C. Classes  
D. Models  
Answer: B,C  
 
Question No: 8  
You need to determine whether a variable should be removed in the stepwise variable selection methods in 
logistic regression.  
Which two metrics are used to accomplish this task? (Choose two.)  
A. Wald Statistic  
B. KS-Statistic  
C. Likelihood Ratio (LR) Statistic  
D. Z-Statistic  
Answer: A,C  
 
Question No: 9 
There are two database tables which contain data that is needed for analysis. One table contains information 
pertaining to customer names, customer I Ds. and their age. The other table contains customer IDs and 
customer address information.  



Which node would be used to combine this data into a single data set for use?  
A. Merge node  
B. Append node  
C. Derive node  
D. Type node  
Answer: B  
 
Question No: 10  
You have duplicate records that must be removed from a data set in IBM SPSS Modeler Professional.  
The appropriate node to perform this action would be found in which palette tab?  
A. Sources  
B. Record Ops  
C. Field Ops  
D. Export  
Answer: B  
 
Question No: 11 
You have executed a model node which has generated a model nugget connected to your stream's data 
source.  
What will allow the stream to score data with this new nugget?  
A. Remove any partition node to allow all data to be scored.  
B. Add a Discriminant node to use the nugget model for scoring.  
C. Remove the Reclassify node to use the nugget model for scoring.  
D. Add an output node downstream from the nugget.  
Answer: A  
 
Question No: 12  
You have a poorly performing risk model and are looking for strategies to improve performance. You know 
that only about one percent of your cases represent risk, and you have over 1 million cases to use for training 
purposes.  
What is the correct approach to test for improving performance?  
A. Use the Time Series node to reduce the number of all cases by a factor of 100.  
B. Use the CHAID node to reduce the number of all cases used to train the model by half.  
C. Use the Balance node to reduce the number of non-risky cases used to train the model by a factor of 100.  
D. Use the Ensemble node to reduce the number of non-risky cases used to train the model by a factor of-
100.  
Answer: B  
 
Question No: 13  
You have a model nugget in the Models palette, but the stream used to create the model is not available. 
You want to refresh the model by rebuilding it on a new data set, but using the same variables and settings 
used to build the original model nugget. Which capability in the modeling nuggets in the Models palette will 
you use for this purpose?  
A. Add To Stream  



B. Save Model  
C. Export PMML  
D. Generate Modeling node  
Answer: D  
 
Question No: 14  
Which statement is correct about automated modeling nodes in IBM SPSS Modeler Professional?  
A. The Auto Clustering node generates Neural Net models.  
B. The Auto Classifier node supports Cox regression.  
C. The Auto Numeric node generates Linear models.  
D. The Auto Numeric node supports Bayes Net models.  
Answer: A  
 
Question No: 15  
Your analysis requires you to export data in a tab delimited file.  
Which export node will you use to accomplish this task in IBM SPSS Modeler Professional?  
A. Flat File  
B. XML Export  
C. Statistics Export  
D. Excel  
Answer: C  
 
Question No: 16 
You are hired by a large corporation to perform advanced analytics on their human resources data. One of 
the fields available in this data set is employee salary. You need to convert raw salary information into 
percentile rankings within the corporation. Which node will you use to accomplish this task?  
A. Binning node  
B. Field Reorder node  
C. Partition node  
D. Distinct node  
Answer: C  
 
Question No: 17  
You need to produce a variety of data files that will be viewed in external applications outside of IBM SPSS 
Modeler Professional, such as IBM SPSS Statistics or Microsoft Excel.  
Which palette tab would be used in this scenario?  
A. Output  
B. Export  
C. Source  
D. Modeling  
Answer: C  
 
Question No: 18  
Besides providing a new predicted value, which additional task would some modeling nuggets perform?  




